Kris:
The Griffon is once again orbiting Danus IV, site of a small peace conference consisting of 12-14 Vulcan and Trill representatives. Also in orbit is the Cetabrandan freighter 'Starra'.  CO of that freighter is Rimmer, who is onboard the Griffon.

Kris:
Commander Grebe is onboard Starra.  Starra has suffered heavy damage from an attacking unidentified raider.  Griffon is attempting to hail the raider ship which has been damaged (shields inoperative).

Kris:
The Cetabrandans are highly evolved...are telepathic...and have superior observational/listening technology.  No weapons to speak of.

Kris:
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: in engineering ::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::at helm::

Ops_Savek:
:::on Bridge trying to raise the Starra :::

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::stands, feet shoulder width apart at TAC station, fingers hovering over the keys::

CSO_Lt_Love:
::At science..:

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
::talking to the captain of the Starra::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::sifts his postion in his chair::

Ops_Savek:
:::working on reconfiguring loads :::

Capt_Bradley:
Ops: any response to our hail?

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::notices phaser banks are fully charged and forward torpedo bays locked and loaded::

Ops_Savek:
CO : Not yet Captain

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Rimmer: Is there one thing in particular that is preventing our sensors to cut through, or is there more than one thing that we need to look at?

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::keeps an eye out on that raider.......still withdrawing::

Ops_Savek (Sound - hailing.wav):
:::Tries Hailing Starra again :::

XO_Grebe:
*Griffon*  ************static*********you...but engines***ling.....not good

Ops_Savek:
:::tries clearing up signal :::

XO_Grebe:
*Griffon*  *******life*****upport*****ling....

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::thinks:  Sounds like Life Support is Failing::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::check helm status reports::

Ops_Savek:
CO : It sounds as if they are having major troubles over there

Ops_Savek:
CO :Signals are getting weaker

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: walks over to the warp core containment controls and taps a few commands in, sits and sips some cola ::

TAC_Lt_Grant (Sound - Console.wav):
::punches a few keys...reading sensor reports on the attacking raider::

Capt_Bradley:
*XO*: Dara we need to get an away team over to the freighter.  We'll need them to shut down thier shielding.

TAC_Lt_Grant:
CO: The Raider has disappeared from Tactical sensors.......the ship is gone sir.

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::checks avaialbe evastim meansuver in data bank::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
*CO* I'll pass that on.

TAC_Lt_Grant (Sound - Console2.wav):
::punches a few more keys......getting readings on available shield power::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Rimmer: Captain, we need to send an emergency group to get your ship functional.

Capt_Bradley:
Grebe: This is Bradley of the Griffon.  We can send help, but we cannot transport over through your shielding.

CSO_Lt_Love:
CO: Capt, Power to the Starra's life support at minimal...

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Rimmer: You need to get the shields dropped.

CO_Rimmer:
::nodding at Olbrun::  I'll let them know....::closing eyes and concentrating::

Ops_Savek:
XO : Perhaps if we transported Rimmer over to his vessel in a shuttle ?

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
::observes this and raises an eyebrow::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
*Ops* Perhaps. Stand by.

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::does a double check of the area......not liking the looks of things......could be a feint.....or a cloaking device:: CO:  The Shields on the Starra have been deactivated

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::runs daig on impules engeness::

Capt_Bradley:
*Maverick*: Ensign, prepare for AT duty.  Bring portable generators and adaptors.

Ops_Savek:
::::Goes back to managing loads :::

CO_Rimmer:
Olbrun:  There.  They will lower their shields.  They are in bad shape I'm afraid.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
*Bradley*Yes, sir.

TAC_Lt_Grant:
CO:  The freighters shields have been lowered

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Rimmer: If that's the case, than I need to assemble an away team and get over to help your people. Have I your permission to board your ship?

Capt_Bradley:
*XO*: Dara, prepare your AT and meet Ensign Maverick in TR 2.

TAC_Lt_Grant:
CO:  Shall I extend the Griffon's shields around the freighter Captain?

CO_Rimmer:
Absolutely Commander.  We trust Trill implicitly.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: walks to a corner of engineering which has a few portable adapters generators and other things ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Rimmer: Thank you. If you will excuse me, I'll assemble my team.

Capt_Bradley:
Love: Lt. Accompany the AT.  Hurry.

CO_Rimmer:
::nodding at Lt. Grant::  I would be grateful if you would Lieutenant.

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::raises a few eyebrows as he checks the sensor logs....then regains cool::  Rimmer:  Very well Captain.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
*Maverick, Grant* Gentlemen, meet me in TR 2. Maverick, bring your tool kit.

CSO_Lt_Love:
CO: Yes Capt....

TAC_Lt_Grant (Sound - Console.wav):
::extends the shields around the Freighter::

CO_Rimmer:
Commander?  Might I also recommend that we check on the planetary inhabitants as well?  The conference representatives have been left all alone I fear.

TAC_Lt_Grant:
CO:  The freighter is now under our shield envelope.

CSO_Lt_Love:
::heading to TR2..::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
:;checks ships postion to make sure they are near enough to the fieghter and stay there::

CO_Rimmer:
::somewhat relieved::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Rimmer: I agree. Can communications be restored?

Ops_Savek:
::::Compensates for extra load :::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: picks up 1 adapter and 3 generators plus a toolkit. luckily, sasha is helping carry the stuff ::

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::double checks those sensor readings......surprised but doenst show a bit of it::

Capt_Bradley:
::gets an idea::TAC: scan the planet's surface.  Let's be sure the delegates are safe.

CO_Rimmer:
Olbrun:  Oh, I hope so.  They are peaceful delegates...I'll be so upset if anything has happened...oh I knew something like this would happen...

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
::heads for TR2, and grabs a tricorder and phaser on the way::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Rimmer: I will be in touch.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: has phaser and modified tricorder, too ::

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::wonders why a crate like that would have sensor packages like this one;:

CO_Rimmer:
Olbrun:  Oh, thank you so much Commander!

CSO_Lt_Love:
::Enter's TR2, pick's up standard AT science kit..::

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: the shield idea's a good one, but we'll be dropping shields soon.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: arrives in TR, sees an engineer there to help with all the stuff, sighs ::

Ops_Savek:
CO : How far away are we from the hull of the Starrra ?

CSO_Lt_Love:
::making sure all equipment is operational..::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
::gets to the TR, and waits for Grant and Love to show up::

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: You tell me...

Ops_Savek:
CO : If we moved into coser proximity to the Starra we might be able to use the docking umbilical to feed them power until the engineers can get the portable generators on line

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
XO: Mind if Ensign Vader comes along with us?

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Maverick: Yes, I do mind. We need to keep this group small.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Olbrun: I'll need some help carrying this stuff, sir.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Maverick: You make do with one. Period.

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: another good idea, but that will take just as much time as setting up generators over there.::points to the frieghter::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::checks ships postion::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
::steps up on the transporter pad:: Gentlemen, let's move.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: on pad with tool kit, 2 generators and an adapter ::

CSO_Lt_Love:
::steps onto pad..::

Ops_Savek:
:::::Frowns :::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::runs debris sesnsor scan::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
Maverick: Keep it simple, Ensign.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Olbrun: I'm doing it as simple as I can, Sir.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
::shakes her head:: Hei Yu: Engergize.

FCO_LT_Enstein:
CO: I suggest we use tractor to clear any debrief from the fireghter path

CO_Rimmer:
<Hei Yu>  Aye sir.  Energizing.

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::notices that the shields are holding....still no sign of the raider::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: puts things on the A-G sled ::

CO_Rimmer:
ACTION: THE AT MATERIALIZES ON THE STARRA.

Ops_Savek (Sound - transporter.wav):
<hei Yu >

Capt_Bradley:
TAC: lowwer shields.

TAC_Lt_Grant (Sound - Console2.wav):
CO:  Lower shields Aye....

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: looks around ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
::she can hear people all through the ship, and notices that the emergency lighting is barely functioning.::

Ops_Savek:
::::Readjust loads :::

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: do we have a positive lock on the AT?

TAC_Lt_Grant:
CO:  Permission to depart for the Away team

Ops_Savek:
CO : Trying to maintains TR Lock , Sir

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Waits for co order::

Dr_Snow:
::wakes up in front of console in sickbay and realizes she had dozed off while going over reports........walks to replicator for coffee::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she makes her way up to the bridge::

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::awaits the order to dismiss::

Capt_Bradley:
Grant: granted.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::looking for Commander Grebe::

XO_Grebe:
@::cough:: 

Ops_Savek:
:::::Maintains TR Lock on AT :::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::notices the smell of burned conduits...::

XO_Grebe:
@::trying to sit up::

TAC_Lt_Grant:
::probably going to be in dutch with XO::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: turns and looks for a sign pointing to engineering ::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
:Slaves tac to helm control::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: gets tricorder out and locates it, starts to walk ::

Dr_Snow:
::burns tongue on hot coffee:: ouch!

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::hears somebody:: Grebe: Commander Grebe?

Ops_Savek:
CO : The Team is split up now , Sir . One contingent to the bridge another towards their engineering plant

XO_Grebe:
@::cough::  ::weakly::  here....

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she starts to dig out Grebe::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: pulls anti-grav sled into engineering after a short walk ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grebe: Hang on- I'll get you out of there.

FCO_LT_Enstein:
CO: sir i suggest using the tractor beams to clear debris from the Friehter path,  and i still waiting to hewre from u

CSO_Lt_Love:
Maverick: We will need those pwer generators online as soon as possible..

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::moving debris out of the way::

ENG_Ens_Maverick (Sound - #.wav):
@Love: No Problem.

XO_Grebe:
@::grateful for the level-headedness of Trills::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::waits the co answer yet again::

TAC_Lt_Grant2 (Sound - transporter.wav):
::beams over to the freighter.....flashlight and phaser along with the tricorder::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::finally unearths Grebe and helps him up::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@Engineering people: Where can I hook these generators up?

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
::appears on the bridge of the Freighter.....::

XO_Grebe:
@::cough::  Thank you Commander.  My Captain tells me you are very competent.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  ::moves to help the XO::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@<Posada>Over here. :: standing by a large panel ::

Capt_Bradley:
FCO: of, course, yes.  Go ahead.::seems distracted::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
CO: aye sir

Ops_Savek:
:::Note other life sign with XO  on sensors :::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@Posada: Thanks. :: walks over to panel, kicks it and watches it fall out ::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::Using tricorder to locate injured crew..::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she smiles:: Grebe: I can be. Now what can we do to help?

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
::unclips flahslight and surveys the damage on the bridge::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: puts panel aside and hooks up a power transfer wire to a generator ::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  ::walks over to the Engineering panel on the bridge....its smashed....::

XO_Grebe:
@::frowning slightly::  I'm afraid I've lost some crew...I can't be sure yet how many...but several do not mental-speak anymore.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::finds two dead crew members under some fallen ceiling panels..::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::turns to ops::OPs: i could use some more power to the tracotr beams

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Runs tac and debris sensor sweep::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grant: How bad is the damage to the internal sensors?

TAC_Lt_Grant2 (Sound - Tricorder.wav):
@ ::whips out tricorder and scans the engineer lying on the deck....long since expired from a power spike and burns::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grebe: We'll try to find as many of your people as we can.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ XO:  Engineering panel is gone here Commander.  Complete write off.  Looks like Commander Grebe here is lucky to be alive considering the condition of the bridge.

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
XO: report, Commander.  What have you found?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@::connects the power transfer wire the engineering computer, dodges a random spark outburst, but takes a little burn ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she bites her lip::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::walks up to the small TAC station......::

XO_Grebe:
@Olbrun:  I know you will.  We are grateful.  Is everyone down on the planet alright?  I was afraid so many would be in danger when our Federation application was made public.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::Hears sound coming from down the hall, runs to find a trapped Ens....::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::taps her commbadge:: *Sickbay* We have one to beam straight to sickbay.

Ops_Savek:
::::Reads Diagnostics on Person with XO :::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  ::frowns and presses a few keys........not getting much of a response::

Ops_Savek:
*XO * I will ahndle it from Here

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grebe: We will make sure of it.

Dr_Snow:
*XO*: Ready to recieve

Ops_Savek (Sound - transporter.wav):
Transports Grebe to sickbay

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::walks over to the OPS station...checks their sensor logs........whoa::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Runs tac and debris scanns::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::see's that the Ens. is not injured badly...continues checking ...::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: wipes whatever charcoal will come off face ::

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: what are the results of the latest scan of the planet?

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::looks back at ops::Savek: i still need that power for the tractor beams

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::brings up his tricorder and checks the readings, not really believing what he is reading::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
*Ops* Transport Grebe straight to sickbay.

Ops_Savek:
*XO * I have

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
*Ops* Can you communicate with the ambassadors on the surface?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: gets another power transfer wire out and connects it to computer from generator, does the same with the last wire ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
*Maverick* Report, Ensign.

Ops_Savek:
*XO* I shall endevaor to do so

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  XO:  Commander, could you come here and take a look at this?  ::begins to transfer data through his tricorder::

Dr_Snow:
::sees man materialize in sickbay.......helps him to boibed and begins scans::

Capt_Bradley:
::still waiting for Olbrun's report::

Ops_Savek (Sound - hailing.wav):
:::Hails the surface::::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@*Olbrun*I just finished connecting the power generators to the engineering system. It'll be a few minutes before we're ready to generate though.

Vulcan_Ambassador:
@*Griffon*  Yes, we are here.  We are patiently awaiting news of developments.  ::not sounding so patient for a Vulcan::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::heads over to Grant's location:: *CO* Captain, we've found Grebe. He's been transported to sickbay. We are working on other repairs and salvage efforts even as we speak.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::brushes some debris off of the OPS chair.....noticing the body on the deck momentarily...too late for him::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::looking down dark hallway, sparks flying from panels all over..::

Ops_Savek:
CO : the XO had me transport thier #1 to sickbay

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Maverick* Keep it up- and hurry.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grant: What have you found?

Ops_Savek:
*XO* I have the planet . want me to patch you through ?

TAC_Lt_Grant2 (Sound - Console.wav):
@ ::jumps the panel with the small portable power cell he brought along::

Capt_Bradley:
*XO*: will we be able to get them under thier own power?

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*CO* Unknown at this time.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ XO: This ship is a crate by Federation standards.  Looks like they were lucky to have survived the attack.  But what is of interest is the Sensor package that this ship has.

Capt_Bradley:
*XO:* let's work toward that, shall we?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: opens kit and gets a graviton vaccum cylinder out ::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::wonders if sevak is over going to give him power for the tractor beams::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::raises an eyebrow:: *CO* Indeed, sir. Olbrun out.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::punches a few keys, bringing up the ships sensor logs::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grant: What can you tell me?

Dr_Snow:
Grebe: How do you feel? ::still running scans but finding nothing terribly wrong.......he is just a bit weak::

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: patch me through to the planet.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::That this ship is more than it seems.........these sensors are exceptional.  Much better than many arrays we use in Starfleet.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::looks over the sensor logs::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::Moving down hallway, a panel blows...knocking Love against the opposite wall, rendering him unconcious with major electrical burns...::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::bites her lip:: Grant: What an interesting discovery.....

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: turns vaccum cylinder on and stands back, letting it do its job ::

Vulcan_Ambassador:
@*Griffon*  Please let us know the status of the guests of honor.  Are they alright?  Do they require assistance?

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Love* Lieutenant, report.

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Runs tac and helm sensor sweep::

Ops_Savek:
*Ambassador * LiveLong Prosper The Starra came under attack and we are attempting to repair the damage to their vessel . Have any of you been harmed in any way ?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: bends over and takes cylinder back, puts it back in kit ::

Dr_Snow:
<Grebe>: Dr. I am fine. My concerns rest with my crew.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ XO:  But whats more....get this...::punches up the shield design::  This shield is almost a cloaking device.  It not only protects the ship, but it also hides whatever is on board.....

CSO_Lt_Love:
@----<Silence>-----

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::hasn't been able to detect any survivors on the bridge::

Vulcan_Ambassador:
@*Griffon*  ::sounding relieved::  No, we are fine.  Earlier we detected a brief energy pulse from that raiding ship...but since then everything seems fine.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::notices the XO look at the bridge::  XO:  Looks like their Executive Officer was the lucky one.....he's the only survivor

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: checks power generator readings, grins ::

Capt_Bradley:
::decides to sit bak and let his crew work::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@*Olbrun*Power Generators ready.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grant: So it would seem. Continue work on the sensor logs. I need to go find Love.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Maverick* Then go for it.

Ops_Savek:
*Ambassador * Some of the personnel on the Starra have died we have not yet any word on who they may be but we shall endevour to keep you informed

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@*Olbrun*Gladly. Maverick out.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  XO:  Aye Commander....;;brushs off the console and gets to work::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: walks over to the generators and flips the switches, watching the generators light up ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::moves through the corridors, stopping to check the occasional body she comes across, not finding any survivors::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: hopes the generators dont overload and explode, but thinks thats just being paranoid ::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: that hasn't happened for a long time ::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::notices a couple of panels come on the bridge.....only OPS and Helm....the rest are blown::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she has a brainstorm, and starts to look for the VIP quarters, hoping to find the ambassadors::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@Grant: I need you to help me search for the ambassadors.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Snow* How is COmmander Grebe?

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Still waiting for power for tactors from ops::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  ::notices Internal sensors come online::  *XO*  Commander, internal sensors have come online.  I have limited readings through out the ship

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: sits down and watches power generator readings ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Grant* Can you search for the Federation ambassadors? I have to find Lieutenant Love.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::slowly regaining conciousness, finds that he can't move, trapped under wall panels...feels the electrical burns to his face and body..::

Ops_Savek:
CO : I Have a null response to Lt _Love but have a lock on him

Dr_Snow:
::Grebe has recovered but keeping him in sickbay untill ordered otherwise::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::notices a power junction blown on Deck 3 near the main power junction::  *Mav*  Ensign:  A power conduit has blown two decks below you.  Its knocked power out on that deck.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@*Grant*I'll check it out.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ *XO*  Understood.....a lot of the sensor banks were destroyed in the attack.....

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Ops* Can you get a lock on Love and get him beamed to Sickbay?

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: inform Commander Olbrun.

Ops_Savek:
*XO* Aye

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: gets in jeff's tube or whatever they have and climbs down a ladder ::

Ops_Savek (Sound - transporter.wav):
Transports Lt_Love to sickbay :::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Grant* Work with what you've got.

Vulcan_Ambassador:
ACTION: LT. LOVE MATERIALIZES IN SICK BAY.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  *XO*  Working....::notices Lopng Range sensors are still online.....good thing;:

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: opens cieling panel, jumps down onto floor, sees love beaming out ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she gets back to her search for the Federation ambassadors::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::runs tac and helm sesnsor sweep::

Ops_Savek:
*XO* He has been transported

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: walks over to conduit and cringes ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Ops* Thank you.

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Figures he never going to get the power for the tractor beams!!::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@Oooo. This is BAD.

Dr_Snow:
::two ensigns grab Love and slid him in bed::

CSO_Lt_Love:
::falls into an unconcious state again...::

TAC_Lt_Grant2 (Sound - Console.wav):
@  *XO*  I dont have any internal sensors on this deck or the deck below us......the first deck I have access to is deck 3....::punches a few keys and checks long range sensors with the freighters powerful array::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@Unsafe, too. I better contain it or electric bolts will shoot out randomly.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Grant* Then I will search decks one and  two. Keep me informed.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ *XO*  Aye aye Commander.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  ::waits for the returns on those sensor sweeps::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she stifles a smile, but gets back to the task at hand::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::runs tac and helm sensor sweep::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: gets 2 field containment cling-on force field generators and puts them on walls, hoping they can contain the enrgy blasts ::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she pulls out her tricorder and begins her search on deck one::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ ::reaches up and wipes away sweat from his bald pallete....wishing they would get the envoirnmental controls working::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::she's not finding much of anything- just people who have been killed::

Dr_Snow:
::sees that Love looks in pretty bad shap and starts to work on deepest wounds::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::runs tac and flight sensor sweep::

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Still waiting for ops to give him that tracotor beam power::

Dr_Snow:
::speaking softly:: Love: Balde can you hear me?

Ops_Savek:
::::Has power avail for Tractor beam :::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::wrinkles her brow:: *Ops* How many members of the conference are on the planet?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@*Olbrun*I have a damaged power conduit which is unrepairable by 1 man or woman.

Ops_Savek:
*XO* Except for the delegates that were supposed to be coming on the Starra all are present

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::notice that he final getting power for tactro beams::

CSO_Lt_Love:
::starting to come around...vision very blurred...:::

FCO_LT_Enstein (Sound - Tractor\@Beam.wav):
::starts pushing biggest deburs clear::

Ops_Savek:
*XO* That numbers to fourteen members

Capt_Bradley:
*CORimmer*: Captain Rimmer, please prepare to beam down to the Conference.

CSO_Lt_Love:
::lights very bright, know not where he is..::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Ops* How many are on the planet? I'm not asking about how many I'm looking for.

Dr_Snow:
::watching Love closely.....have stopped most of the major bleeding::

FCO_LT_Enstein (Sound - Console.wav):
::Runs tac sensor sweep alnog with helm one::

TAC_Lt_Grant2 (Sound - Sensor\@Alert.wav):
@  ::raises an eyebrow as the sensors return....issuing an alarm through the tricorder::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: shrugs and heads back for engineering ::

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  ::leans forward and checks the readings::

FCO_LT_Enstein (Sound - Tractor\@Beam.wav):
::push more debirs with tracotor beam::

Ops_Savek:
*XO That is fourteen members of the Trills and Vulcans

Dr_Snow:
::sees eyes flicker:: Love : Blade?

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::Runs tac and helm sensor sweep::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::shakes her head:: *Ops* So there are no ambassadors on the ship. Correct?

Ops_Savek:
*XO* That is correct

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  ::takes a deep breath and swallows hard::

CSO_Lt_Love:
::barely speaks..:: who is that....where am i..?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@:: arrives in engineering (not griffon's) ::

Capt_Bradley:
::waiting for a response from Rimmer::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Ops* Thank you. Olbrun out.

FCO_LT_Enstein:
::runs sensor sweep for debirse, ships, etc::L

Dr_Snow:
Love: Do you hear me? This is Amber. You are in sickbay.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Maverick* I will be down to assist you with whatever repairs are left.

CSO_Lt_Love:
Amber:   How did i get here....what happened..

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Grant* What are you finding?

Dr_Snow:
::begins work on bad  burn to left arm::

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@::heads for Engineering::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@*Olbrun*On the power conduit?

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@ *CO*  Captain, this is Lt Grant.  I am picking up a possible contact, bearing 124 mark 23.  Confirmed possible cloaked ship

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Maverick* That's right. Is there a problem, Ensign?

Dr_Snow:
Blade: You were with the AT. Do you remember?

Capt_Bradley:
OPS: confirm that, Lt.

XO_CmdrOlbrun:
@*Grant* Coordinate with the Griffon on that. We can't defend ourselves here.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
@*Olbrun*It'll take 2 hours to fix it. It isn't an every-day problem. It's barely contained.

TAC_Lt_Grant2:
@  *XO*  I did Commander....::wonders how he got the XO as well::

CSO_Lt_Love:
Amber: The last thing i remember ....i was heading down a dark corridor...then, i woke up here..

CO_Rimmer:
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>
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